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DELL XG715 fuser

Brand : DELL Product code: XG715

Product name : XG715

Fuser kit, 110 V, Laser

DELL XG715 fuser:

Highlights

- Fuses toner to the page
- Designed to work with Dell 3110cn and 3115cn Color Laser printer
- Supported by Dell technical Support

Overview

The 110-Volt fuser kit from Dell™ is specifically designed for use with Dell 3110cn and 3115cn Color
Laser Printers. This kit includes the fuser, roller and transfer belt with validated instructions on how to
replace it. This product has been tested and validated on Dell systems to ensure it will work with your
computer. It is supported by Dell Technical Support.
DELL XG715. Print technology: Laser, Compatibility: Dell 3110cn, 3115cn

Features

Print technology Laser
Compatibility Dell 3110cn, 3115cn

Technical details

AC input voltage 110 V
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